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Convenient Selection of 

External Styles  
with GERD 

 
 
 
 
 
External Styles on the USB Stick  
 
In GERD external styles from the USB stick can be  

 assigned to performances and loaded in the BK 
 (described in this application note) 
 shown together with the internal styles on GERD's style page  
 (see separate application note related to the import of external styles)  
  

Important: 
GERD can only work with performances if GERD is in one of the “Live Play” operation 
modes (further information related to the different operation modes can be found in 
the application note related to the settings of the BK series: SettingsRolandBK.pdf).  
 
 
 
Comment: 
The workflow described in this document requires to alternate the USB stick between 
the PC and the BK. This can be done either manually by the musician (plug the stick 
out and in) or an USB switch can be used.  
These USB switches can be purchased in various online shops (e.g. Amazon, etc.) 
and they connect one USB stick to two USB hosts (in this case to the BK and to the 
PC). By pressing a button on the device, the stick can be switched between the two 
USB hosts. This accelerates and simplifies the workflow. But it is of course also 
possible to change the USB stick manually.  
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PROBLEM 1: 
Selecting external styles from the USB stick is a nightmare with the BK  
 
The workflow with external styles on the USB stick is not very convenient in the BK 
as the user has to scroll through long lists with many styles till the desired style is 
found and can be loaded. Unfortunately the buttons on the front panel for the 
different style categories ("Rhythm Families") cannot be used to pre-select the 
external styles and to reduce the number of styles to be scrolled. 
 
Besides of these disadvantages it is not possible to select an external style via MIDI 
or USB from an external controller. Only performances can be called via MIDI/USB 
commands (this is a significant limitation of the BK). 
 
So the obvious approach for the work with external styles is to generate a per-
formance list and to link each external style to a performance in the list. Now the 
performances (and the external styles linked to them) can be changed via MIDI/USB 
messages sent from an external controller. But the generation of this performance 
list is time-consuming if hundreds of external styles must be linked. 
 
 
Problem 2: 
Limited number of different "Rhythm Families" on the Front Panel 
 
The BK offers only a reduced number of categories ("Rhythm Families") for the 
organization of the (internal !) styles: 
 

 
 
More categories ("families") would simplify the selection of an internal  style. 
 
If the categories ("families") could be used additionally to pre-select the external 
styles, the workflow with external styles would be accelerated significantly. 
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How GERD supports the work with external styles 
 
Generally the external styles are collected on an USB stick in the directory "My 
Styles". The user can make further subdirectories (within the directory "My Styles") 
to improve and accelerate the navigation in the style archive on the USB stick.  
 
GERD can now be used to generate automatically a performance list with all external 
styles saved in the directory "My Styles" (and in all its subdirectories). 
 
For the auto-generation of this performance list, the USB stick must be connected to 
the PC. On GERD's style page in the block "External Styles (USB) there is a button       

 
(marked with a red circle) named "Performances". If this button is pressed, the auto-
generation of the performance list is initiated and the following dialogue appears: 

  
In this dialogue the user can specify the 
location of the folder "My Styles" on the 
USB stick (marked with a green ellipse).Of 
course only if the USB stick is temporarily 
connected to the PC. 
 
By pressing on the button "Show External 
Styles" it is possible to see a list with all 
external styles found by GERD in the 
specified directory. 
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Playing with the external styles (located on the USB stick) 
 
After you generated the performance lists  for the external styles (as described on 
the pages 2-4), you have to connect your USB stick to your BK. 
Then you have to select one of the performance lists  from the stick (directory "My 
Performances") on the BK (unfortunately Roland does not allow to load performance 
lists  from outside the BK so this job must be done at the front panel of the BK).  
 
After you loaded the performance list, the BK will inform GERD via MIDI/USB about 
the new performance list  and will send the content of the performance list  to GERD.  
 
If you click on the red marked switch on GERD's style page (see figure) 
 

 
 
the external styles stored in the selected performance list will be displayed (in the 
green rectangle area) together with the internal styles. Now the user can select the 
external styles easily via GERD's style page by clicking on the buttons in the green 
rectangle area. 
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More categories ("Rhythm Families") for the organization of the styles  
 
As you can see on the next figure, GERD offers more style categories ("Rhythm 
Families") than the front panel of the BK: 
 

 
 
Assign external styles to style categories (Rhythm Families"): 
If the sub-directories in the "My Styles" folder on the USB stick have names identical 
to the style categories ("Rhythm Families"), all styles in this sub-directory will be 
assigned to the corresponding style category and displayed accordingly (if the 
category is hidden or shown).  
 
Be careful: The last category in the file path is relevant. If "Style01.stl" is saved in 
the directory  "My Styles\Rock\Ballad\ABC\Style01.stl"  it will be assigned to the 
category "Ballad" and not to the category "Rock". 
 
Default assignment: If a style category cannot be detected in the path name (e.g. 
"My Styles\ABC\DEF\Style01.stl"), the style is assigned to the category "User 
Category"). 
 
Assign internal styles to further style categories (Rhythm Families"): 
This feature will come with GERD V2.5. Then the user can assign each internal and 
each external style to multiple categories (e.g. "Rock" and "Ballad"). 
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Question: How can GERD work with more than 999 external styles? 
 
Be aware that performance lists in the BK cannot have more than 999 performances. 
So if you have more than 999 external styles in your directory, you must generate 
more than one performance list  to include all external styles. In this case you should 
reduce the number of styles to less than 999 in the specified directory. This can be 
achieved with two different approaches: 
 

 Use the "Windows Explorer" and copy all styles from the UBS stick to a 
backup directory on your PC. Now you can delete all external styles on your 
USB stick. 
After you did this, you copy the first subset of the styles to the "My Styles" 
directory on your USB stick (e.g. "style0000.stl"..."style0999.stl").  
Now you can auto-generate the first performance list. After you successfully 
generated this list, you have to exchange the styles in the "My styles" 
directory (e.g. delete the "style000.stl ...  "style0999.stl" and copy "style 
1000.stl"... "style 1999.stl" from your backup directory on your hard disk to 
the "My Styles" directory on your USB stick) and generate a second 
performance list.  
Make these steps till all external styles are referenced in a performance list. 
Finally you can copy the backup directory with all your external styles back to 
the "My Styles" folder on your USB stick. 
In the "My Performances" folder on your USB stick you will find the 
performance lists with the performances to call external styles via MIDI/USB. 

 
 Use the "Windows Explorer" to make sub-directories in the "My Styles" 

directory on your USB stick. 
Move the styles into the different sub-directories and make sure that not more 
than 999 styles are in one subdirectory.  
 
Now you specify the directory with the 
external styles in the dialogue (see green 
ellipse) and you do not select the "My 
Styles" directory on the USB stick. You 
select one of the sub-directories you have 
generated. Then you click on the button 
"Make Performance List" and a 
performance list will be generated for all 
styles in this subdirectory.  
 
This has to be done for each subdirectory.  
 
Now you have multiple performance lists - 
one for each subdirectory. 
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Question: Restrictions for the organization of the styles on the USB stick? 
 
In the performances  the links to the external styles are relative. So you have some 
restrictions if you want to re-organize your directories after you have generated the 
performance lists. If you want to re-organize the structure of the directories beyond 
these restrictions, you would have to generate the performance lists  again (with the 
new directory structure). 
 
Restrictions: 
Because of the relative links between performances  and external styles, you cannot 
move the performance lists  to any other directory on your USB stick. The 
performance lists  have to be in the directory "My Performances" (as suggested by 
GERD when asking the user while saving the performance list  during the auto-
generation of the lists. 
 
To make this clear here an example. These are the directories on the USB stick:  
 

Performance lists have 
to be in the directory 
"My Performances".  
 
External styles can be 
anywhere, but it is re-
commended to have 
them in the directory 
"My Styles" (or in its 
subdirectories). 

 
Example: 
The reference of the style in "E:\My Styles\Rock\Rock_174.STL" (see figure) in a 
performance list (saved in "My Performances") is "My Styles/Rock/Rock_174.STL".  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Therefore you are not allowed to  
 move the style "Rock_174.STL" to a different directory 
 rename the directories "Rock" or "My Styles"  
 rename the style (e.g. "Rock_175.STL")  
 move the performance list from "My Performances" to a different directory  

to avoid that the performance cannot find the style.  


